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CONSPECTUS: Engines and motors are everywhere in the modern
world, but it is a challenge to make them work if they are very small. On
the micron length scale, inertial forces are weak and conventional motor
designs involving, e.g., pistons, jets, or flywheels cease to function.
Biological motors work by a different principle, using catalysis to convert
chemical to mechanical energy on the nanometer length scale. To do
this, they must apply force continuously against their viscous
surroundings, and because of their small size, their movement is
“jittery” because of the random shoves and turns they experience from molecules in their surroundings.
The first synthetic catalytic motors, discovered about 15 years ago, were bimetallic Pt−Au microrods that swim in fluids through
self-electrophoresis, a mechanism that is apparently not used by biological catalytic nanomotors. Despite the difference in
propulsion mechanisms, catalytic microswimmers are subject to the same external forces as natural swimmers such as bacteria.
Therefore, they follow similar scaling laws, are subject to Brownian forces, and exhibit a rich array of biomimetic emergent
behavior (e.g., chemotaxis, rheotaxis, schooling, and predator−prey behavior). It was later discovered, quite by accident, that the
same metallic microrods undergo rapid autonomous movement in acoustic fields, converting excitation energy in the frequency
(MHz) and power range (up to several W/cm2) that is commonly used for ultrasonic imaging into axial movement. Because the
acoustic propulsion mechanism is fuel-free, it can operate in media that have been inaccessible to chemically powered motors,
such as the interior of living cells. The power levels used are intermediate between those of ultrasonic diagnostic imaging and
therapy, so the translation of basic research on microswimmers into biomedical applications, including in vivo diagnostics and
drug delivery, is possible. Acoustic and chemical propulsion are applied independently to microswimmers, so by modulating the
acoustic power one can achieve microswimmer functionalities that are not accessible with the individual propulsion
mechanisms. These include motion of particles forward and backward with switching between chemical and acoustic
propulsion, the assembly/disassembly equilibrium of particle swarms and colloidal molecules, and controllable upstream or
downstream propulsion in a flowing fluid. This Account relates our current understanding of the chemical and acoustic
propulsion mechanisms, and describes how their combination can be particularly powerful for imparting enhanced functionality
to micromotors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic micromotors (or microswimmers) convert energy
from their surroundings into motion in fluids. They can
translate, spin, or rotate, and they combat the low Reynolds
number constraints on their swimming strategies as do living
microorganisms. The rapid development of micromotors over
the past two decades not only provides deeper insight into the
microscopic and biological world, but also extends into far-
reaching research fields such as nonequilibrium physics and
artificial intelligence. Furthermore, the prospect of using
micromotors to perform complex tasks such as drug delivery,
diagnosis and environmental remediation has received
significant and mounting interest.1−4

The autonomous swimming of bimetallic microrods was first
observed in solutions of H2O2,

5,6 and later studies demon-

strated fuel-free propulsion of Janus particles by electric and
magnetic fields, light, and ultrasound.7−12 These research
efforts have greatly expanded the capabilities of Janus particle
swimmers, enabling them to work in complex environments
and to carry out tasks that would be difficult or impossible with
chemical power alone.
This Account focuses on the behavior of metallic micro-

motors powered by chemical fuels, ultrasound, and especially
by their synergistic combination. When powered by the
catalytic reactions of chemical fuels, particles can communicate
with each other or respond to external stimuli. Interesting
collective behaviors emerge, such as self-assembly, oscillation,
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and chemotaxis.13,14 As a primitive form of intelligence, sensing
and response to the environment have both fundamental
implications and practical applications as active matter. On the
other hand, acoustic propulsion is safer for biological samples,
tolerant of high ionic strength and viscous fluids, and is able to
drive microswimmers at much faster speeds, making it
attractive for developing biomedical microrobotics. Many
proof-of-concept applications such as biodetoxification of
blood and intracellular sensing have already been demon-
strated, although serious scientific and technological issues
remain. Importantly, chemical fuels and ultrasound operate in
largely compatible ways with the same bimetallic particles.
Combining the two propulsion mechanisms thus provides new
dimensions for researchers to develop microswimmers with
novel functions, and to understand their motion and assembly
at the microscale.

2. BIMETALLIC MICROSWIMMERS POWERED BY
CHEMICAL FUELS

Bimetallic, rodlike Janus particles are typically fabricated by
template-assisted electrodeposition (Figure 1), producing in

each batch ∼108 nearly identical particles that are a few
micrometers long and hundreds of nanometers in diameter.
While these particles were originally designed to function as
bubble rockets by decomposition of H2O2 to water and
oxygen, on the micrometer length scale, the dominant
propulsion mechanism is self-electrophoresis.15 For Pt−Au
rods, the oxidation and reduction of H2O2 occur preferentially
at the Pt end (anode) and the Au end (cathode), respectively,
resulting in a gradient of proton concentration along the length
of the rod. The proton gradient creates a local electric field that
drives the negatively charged particle toward its anode (Pt).
Geometric modifications such as core−shell structures16 can
increase the swimmer speed by restricting proton diffusion. In
addition, incorporation of a Ni segment enables magnetic
steering that has proven important for both fundamental
studies and applications.17

These self-propelled microswimmers can communicate with
each other, self-assemble or interact with a charged boundary.
In H2O2 solution, Pt−Au rods attract each other and form
staggered doublets and triplets,14 and similar assembly has
been found for trisegmented metallic microrods (Figure
2a).18,19 The active particles can also collect charged tracer

particles by electric dipolar effects to form highly ordered 2D
structures (Figure 2b). If the tracer is larger than the swimmer,
the latter can be temporarily trapped by the larger particle
through a swimmer-boundary interaction (Figure 2c,d).20,21

Related experiments have shown that the orientation, speed,
and trajectories of swimmers can all be significantly affected by
the presence of boundaries and their charges, shapes, sizes and
3D structures.22−25 For example, Au−Rh particles moved 5
times faster in a narrow channel (W = 1.2 μm and H = 2 μm)
than outside the channel (Figure 2e).26 The strong confine-
ment alters the electric field distribution around the swimmer
and induces an electroosmotic flow at the channel wall, both of
which increase the speed. The electrokinetics near a charged
surface also affect the orientation of a moving rod, and when
coupled with an external flow can lead to surprising results. For
example, Ren et al. reported that the swimmer-boundary
interaction enables bimetallic rods to sense shear flow and
move up- or downstream (rheotaxis). This is because the
electro-osmotic flow on the negatively charged channel floor

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the self-electrophoretic propulsion of a
Au−Pt bimetallic rod.1 (b) Fabrication of metallic microrods by
template-assisted electrodeposition.9 (c) Examples of bimetallic rods
of different combinations.15 The direction of self-electrophoretic
movement in H2O2 is indicated by the arrow. Reproduced with
permission from refs 1 and 15, Copyright 2012 and 2006 American
Chemical Society; ref 9, Copyright 2013 Elsevier.

Figure 2. (a) Self-assembly of bimetallic and trisegmented metallic
microrods.14,18 (b) 2D trapping of passive particles at one end of a
bimetallic rod.14 (c) Microrods are trapped by a large passive particle
and orbit around it.20 (d) Teardrop-shaped posts capture micro-
swimmers and guide them to depart at the tip.21 (e) Microswimmers
move faster in confining channels than in open environments.26 (f)
Microrod (Au−Rh) tilting as a result of electrokinetic interaction
between the rod and the substrate. The tilted microswimmers sense
shear flow and exhibit rheotaxis.27 Reproduced with permission from
ref 14, Copyright 2013 National Academy of Sciences; refs 18, 20, and
21, Copyright 2016, 2014, and 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry; ref
26, Copyright 2016 American Physical Society; ref 27, Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society.
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exerts forces that tilt the two ends of a bimetallic rod in
opposite directions (Figure 2f). The tilted particle experiences
a shear force that aligns it with the flow direction.27

3. ACOUSTIC PROPULSION OF MICROPARTICLES

3.1. Metallic Microparticles in a Standing Acoustic Field

Switching from chemical power to a field-driven, external
power source often sacrifices the autonomous character of
microparticle propulsion. For example, when a ferromagnetic
segment or layer is incorporated into the particle, it can be
propelled by a rotating magnetic field, but all swimmers move
in the same lock-step fashion. In contrast, bimetallic microrods
exhibit high-speed autonomous motion when driven by MHz
frequency ultrasound.28 This effect was discovered accidentally
in experiments designed to levitate metallic particles so that
their catalytically driven movement could be studied far from
the solid floor of the sample cell. Bimetallic (Au−Ru) or
monometallic (Au) microrods not only levitated to the center
of the acoustic chamber, but also put on a wild show that
included random axial motion at speeds of 200 μm/s (∼70
body lengths/s), local orbital motion, in-plane axial spinning,
and dynamic assembly into polar spinning chains (Figure 3a).

Very soon our hard drives were filled with fascinating videos,
but understanding these observations took much longer.
Recent experimental and theoretical efforts provide a
preliminary but unified picture of how ultrasound induces
these kinds of motion with metallic microrods.
The manipulation of microparticles by acoustic waves in

liquids has been well studied, and pressure nodes of various

shapes, such as planes, lines, rings, and spheres, can be created
by manipulating the acoustic wavelength, phase, or prop-
agation direction. Micro- and nanoparticles, cells or even
microorganisms are trapped by these nodes to form static or
dynamic patterns.29 Vertically propagating acoustic waves in a
cylindrical cell (Figure 3a) set up a standing wave at the
resonant frequency, creating a pressure node at the midpoint of
the cell. Particles are therefore trapped in the levitation plane
by the primary acoustic radiation force.
However, what happened with metallic rods in this levitation

plane was quite unexpected. It was obvious that their
autonomous, axial motion in random directions was not
driven by the acoustic radiation force or fluidic convection
(e.g., bulk acoustic streaming), since in both cases the rods
would move collectively in one direction. The direction and
the speed of axial motion were found to be critically affected by
swimmer shape.28 In particular, microrods fabricated by
electroplating consistently had one concave and one convex
end. They preferentially moved toward their concave ends, and
the greater the asymmetry (i.e., more concave) the faster the
motion, as evidenced by an increase in speed up to 67% for
rods fabricated against nanospheres inside the template pores
(Figure 3b).30 Zhou et al. discovered that silver microrods free
of concavity and convexity (Figure 3c), but of similar sizes and
shapes, did not self-propel, whereas nearby asymmetric gold
rods moved rapidly, lending strong support to the shape
asymmetry argument.31 A second critical factor affecting
directional motion is the density; for bimetallic or multi-
metallic rods, the less dense segment always leads the axial
motion regardless of the shape asymmetry (Figure 3d).32 For
example, Au−Ru bimetallic rods move toward their lighter Ru
end and are 30% faster if the Ru end is also the concave end. In
contrast, polymer rods of similar shapes and sizes are levitated
but not propelled by ultrasound, suggesting that a critical
density (or acoustic contrast) is needed for acoustic
propulsion.
Initially a mechanism based on asymmetric scattering of

ultrasound on the rod surface was proposed, referred to as
“self-acoustophoresis” (Figure 4a). However, this mechanism is
implausible considering that the wavelength of sound was
roughly 100 times larger than the particle. Nadal and Lauga
developed a theory that models the metallic rod as an
axisymmetric near-sphere in a standing acoustic wave. In this
model, the particle acts as a rigid body moving in a uniformly
oscillating velocity field (Figure 4b).33 The oscillation induces
a so-called steady streaming on the particle surface. By
integrating the streaming stress over the surface, a propulsion
force is generated due to the asymmetric shape. This model
explained semiquantitatively the faster motion of more concave
rods and the requirement for a large density contrast between
the rods and the fluid; the latter effect explains why metallic
rods undergo fast axial propulsion but polymer rods do not.
While this early model did not consider bimetallic rods, Collis
et al. later proposed a more general framework that applies to
solid particles of arbitrary shape and density distribution
(Figure 4c).34 Interestingly, their study predicted that
bimetallic rods would move with the concave end and lighter
end leading at low acoustic Reynolds number (Re ≪ 1), but in
the opposite direction at high Re. Au−Ru rods have been
found to move exclusively toward their Ru ends in our
experiments, suggesting that the theory of acoustic propulsion
is promising yet possibly incomplete.

Figure 3. Acoustic propulsion of metallic microrods in a cylindrical
cell. (a) Particles are levitated to the levitation plane and exhibit
various motions, including axial propulsion, orbital motion, axial
spinning, and assembly into chains.28 (b) Metallic microrods
fabricated in a nanoparticles-modified template have a higher degree
of asymmetry (more concave) and show faster speed in acoustic
fields.30 (c) Ag rods with no axial asymmetry are not propelled by
ultrasound, whereas Au rods of a similar size with a concave end show
orbital motion.31 (d) Both density and shape asymmetry have an
impact on the directionality of microswimmers, but the density is the
dominant effect.32 Reproduced with permission from refs 28 and
30−32. Copyright 2012, 2013, 2017, and 2016 American Chemical
Society.
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Acoustically driven movement beyond axial propulsion has
received relatively little attention until recently, when
experimental studies have revealed that the local orbiting of
acoustic motors can also explained by the asymmetric
streaming theory.31 One key observation was that Au
microrods with obvious shape asymmetry (i.e., banana-shaped

rods) orbited with different radii that were insensitive to the
driving power, and the direction of rotation was equally
distributed between clockwise and counterclockwise (Figure
5a). In another recent study, control of rotary motion was
achieved by manipulating the shape asymmetry of metallic
microplates. A twisted star-shape microplate with 3 fins always
spun toward the fin tip in standing acoustic waves, whereas a
microplate with 4 fins spun oppositely (Figure 5b). A
numerical simulation based on the Nadal−Lauga model
suggested that the spinning direction and speeds of a
microplate are related to a dimensionless frequency parameter,
and there is a point at which the microplate reverses its
direction as the parameter increased.35 The close correspond-
ence between the model and experiments in these studies
confirms the dominant role of local acoustic streaming in
propulsion.
Surface acoustic streaming is also likely to explain the

spinning chains of metallic microrods that form with acoustic
propulsion.31 Because of the imperfect plane wavefront from
the transducer as well as the reflection from the chamber’s side
walls, acoustic waves not only propagate vertically, but also in
the levitation plane. This forms lateral pressure nodes that
collect the rods into chains, as supported by the observation of
ring or line patterns formed by tracer particles. In addition,
metallic microrods aligned on lateral nodes simultaneously
oscillate perpendicularly and parallel to the levitation plane,
because of the simultaneous propagation of sound waves in
both directions. A phase delay between the two oscillation
modes was proposed by Zhou et al. to induce rotating surface
acoustic streaming, thus causing the rods to spin.31 Although
controlled rotation of microspheres with MHz acoustic waves
has been demonstrated using two orthogonal standing waves,36

direct proof of this mechanism for the kilohertz spinning of
nanorods37 has yet to be found.
Although theory and experiment have yet to achieve a

perfect match, these preliminary results have laid a solid
foundation for understanding the activity of metallic micro-
swimmers in acoustic standing waves, and have pointed out
promising directions for designing novel and more versatile
micromachines that are acoustically powered and controlled. It
is also important to note that bulk acoustic waves are not
required for autonomous propulsion. Oscillating pressure
waves can be realized in other experimental configurations,
such as surface acoustic waves and nodal lines near substrates.
An example was reported recently and will be discussed in
more detail below in the context of rhetotaxis.27

Figure 4. Theoretical models for the autonomous propulsion of
axisymmetric particles by ultrasound. (a) Acoustic scattering model
initially proposed.9 (b) Asymmetric surface acoustic streaming model
based on near-sphere geometry.33 (c) General surface acoustic
streaming framework that considers both shape and density effects,
and predicts reversal of direction at high Reynolds number.34

Reproduced with permission from ref 9, Copyright 2013 Elsevier;
ref 33, Copyright 2014 AIP Publishing; ref 34, Copyright 2017
Cambridge University Press.

Figure 5. Shape asymmetry determines the directional motion of acoustic microswimmers. (a) Bent microrods orbit in the levitation plane.31 (b)
Twisted star-shaped microplates spin in clockwise or counterclockwise directions, depending on their chirality and number of arms.35 Reproduced
with permission from refs 31 and 35. Copyright 2017 and 2018 American Chemical Society.
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3.2. Acoustic Microswimmers in Biological Applications

Due to their small size, biocompatibility, and ability to move
autonomously even in viscous media, acoustic microswimmers
are interesting for drug delivery, sensing, and probing the local
structure and viscosity of intercellular and intracellular
environments. Microrods containing short ferromagnetic
segments can be guided by a magnetic field to target

mammalian cells or bacteria (Figure 6a,c).30,38,39 The acoustic
radiation force can also be used to confine particles along a
pressure line for efficient cargo pickup and release (Figure
6b),27 which can be made chemically specific by functionaliz-
ing the microrods.28

An interesting property of acoustic micromotors is that they
can be efficiently internalized by living cells. Powered Au

Figure 6. Controlling the autonomous motion of acoustically propelled swimmers for bioanalytical applications. (a) Steering with an external
magnetic field by integrating ferromagnetic (Ni or Fe3O4) segments into microrods.30,39 (b) Pick up and transport of passive particles with an
acoustically propelled and steered micromotor.27 (c) Steering acoustic propelled rods with a magnetic field toward living mammalian cells in
phosphate buffer solution.38 (d) Propulsion of Au microrods in living HeLa cells with an acoustic field.40 Reproduced with permission from refs 30,
27, and 38, Copyright 2013, 2017, 2013 American Chemical Society; refs 39 and 40, Copyright 2017 and 2014 John Wiley and Sons.

Figure 7. (a) Reversible axial motion of Au−Ru microswimmers in a chemical-acoustic field.43 (b) Microrods with a Ni tip self-assemble into
multimers and the process is dynamically controlled by acoustic power.47 (c) Enhancement or reversal of the rheotaxis of chemically propelled
bimetallic particles with acoustic fields.27 (d) Formation of swarms and rapidly deployment of microswimmers with a tunable acoustic field.48

Reproduced with permission from ref 43, Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry; refs 47, 27, and 48, Copyright 2014, 2017, and 2015
American Chemical Society.
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microrods inside HeLa cells were observed to collide with
intracellular structures, providing a new probe of their
mechanical properties (Figure 6d).40 The detection and
delivery of biochemically active molecules such as siRNAs
and the Cas9/sgRNA complex is efficient with acoustically
powered motors, which overcome mass transport limitations in
the viscous intracellular medium.41,42

4. SYNERGY BETWEEN CHEMICAL AND ACOUSTIC
PROPULSION

4.1. Orthogonal Propulsion in a Chemical-Acoustic Hybrid
Field

By now it should be obvious that bimetallic microparticles can
be propelled by two orthogonal processes: a chemical
mechanism that relies on asymmetric surface catalysis and an
acoustic mechanism that involves particle shape and density
asymmetry. Wang and co-workers showed that these two
forces can propel Au−Ru microrods in opposite directions, and
therefore their motion can be reversed by switching the
ultrasound on and off (Figure 7a).28,43 A few other systems
have exhibited similar external control, notable examples being
flexible magnetic nanorods and magnetic nanohelices.44−46

Particle trajectories with chemical and acoustic propulsion
were significantly different, indicating that particle shape
asymmetry plays different roles for these two processes.
Microrods with Ni tips formed multimers due to magnetic
forces. In an acoustic field, these microswimmers dynamically
assembled and disassembled, and the equilibrium distribution
of multimers was affected by the acoustic power as an effective
temperature (Figure 7b).47

A more recent study combined chemical and acoustic
propulsion in a completely different configuration to study
particle rheotaxis.27 The device was designed to form a

pressure nodal line near the bottom substrate, running parallel
to the chamber side walls, so that microrods could be propelled
by acoustic waves near the bottom surface. When H2O2 was
introduced into the channel and the acoustic transducer was
off, both Au−Ru and Au−Rh microswimmers exhibited
positive rheotaxis, moving upstream with their Au ends and
Rh ends against the flow, respectively. When the acoustic field
was applied, on the other hand, Au−Rh microswimmers
moved faster against the flow (enhanced positive rheotaxis),
while Au−Ru microswimmers reversed their direction and
moved downstream (negative rheotaxis). Therefore, both
positive and negative rheotaxis could be achieved with the
same bimetallic rod by switching the ultrasound on and off
(Figure 7c).

4.2. Understanding Chemical Propulsion with an Assist
from Acoustics

Besides serving as an attractive power source, ultrasound also
enables research on active matter as a trapping force. This is
useful for studying boundary effects on microswimmer motion,
and for the controlled aggregation of powered particles, where
collective behavior and interparticle interactions can be studied
conveniently and dynamically. This application relies on
acoustic nodes (points, lines, or planes) that are formed by
standing acoustic waves, which generate trapping forces that
are commonly much stronger than the propulsion force of a
chemically powered microswimmer. In the presence of the
acoustic field, particles are collected into polar chains in a ring-
shaped pressure node, or into a swarm in a point pressure
node. The position and shapes of the pressure nodes can be
rapidly switched by changing the frequency, resulting in a rapid
displacement of the entire trapped swarm of microswimmers
(Figure 7d).43,48 Similarly, the motion of chemical bubble-
propelled microrockets can be instantaneously turned off by

Figure 8. (a) Using the acoustic radiation force as a virtual boundary to confine Pt-polystyrene Janus swimmers.50 (b) Transition of chemical
microrod motors from an acoustic trapping field to an acoustic force-free environment.43 (c) Acoustic levitation is a powerful technique for studies
of boundary effects. Chemically powered swimmers are levitated to the boundary-free environment and compared to motors moving near a
boundary.51 Reproduced with permission from ref 50, Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group; ref 43, Copyright 2015 Royal Society of
Chemistry; ref 51, Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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trapping the swimmer in a pressure node and disrupting its
bubble evolution.49

While a strong acoustic node collects microswimmers into
clusters, a relatively weak one behaves as a virtual boundary
that is useful for studying active matter in confined
environments.50 For example, Brady et al. used a 2D near-
harmonic acoustic trap whose radius is larger than the
microswimmers’ run length to confine Janus platinum-
polystyrene motors (Figure 8a). By balancing the trapping
force with a propulsion force, a unique swim pressure could be
calculated. Wang et al. showed that an acoustically aggregated
band of microswimmers underwent rapid and spontaneous
disintegration when the acoustic field was switched off, as
individual particles broke free from the acoustic confinement
(Figure 8b).43 The dispersion dynamics showed an interesting
transition and a characteristic time scale that could be related
to other types of active matter, such as bacteria. These studies
demonstrated that replacing physical boundaries with virtual
acoustic boundaries can simplify the experiment to provide
insights into a number of biophysical processes.
In addition, acoustic levitation is a powerful technique for

elucidating boundary effects on chemically powered swim-
mers.22−25 In a typical experiment (Figure 3a), particles are
levitated away from any boundaries, and their behavior is
observed immediately after the acoustic fields is turned off. For
example, Wang et al. noted that H2O2 propelled Au−Ru
microswimmers moved faster in the levitation plane (∼33 μm/
s) than at the bottom surface (∼20 μm/s).41 In an experiment
intended to examine surface charge effects,51 Au−Ru particles
moved more slowly on surfaces functionalized with positively
and negatively charged polyelectrolyte films (Figure 8c). Again,
acoustic levitation proved critical in determining that ions
released from the polyelectrolytes, rather than static surface
charges, caused the decrease in speed. They also showed that
silica boundaries had negligible effects on either the speed or
the directionality of PMMA-AgCl Janus particles that were
propelled by light-induced self-diffusiophoresis.52 Although
acoustic levitation offers the advantage of studying particle
motion in a bulk fluid, it is limited by the short sedimentation
time of dense microswimmers.

5. CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS
The single particle dynamics and collective behavior of
micromotors can be dynamically modulated by combining
chemical and acoustic propulsion. This feature is enabling in
the study of active matter, and is already leading to interesting
new functionality such as particle rheotaxis and intracellular
sensing. Moving forward, we see interesting prospects and
challenges alike. First, it is crucial to fabricate at the nano- and
microscales particles of well-defined and precisely controlled
shapes, sizes, and material composition. This is required for
mechanistic studies, in which the dynamics of particles in
ultrasound can be systematically examined and compared to
theory/simulation. It is also essential for almost any application
where the speeds, directionality, chirality and power need to be
precisely controlled. Traditionally, samples for acoustic
propulsion have been synthesized by chemical methods
(electrodeposition in alumina templates, for example),
resulting in heterogeneity and polydispersity. A recent study
by Sabrina et al. used lithography to produce samples of
different shapes and sizes.35 However, this technique is still
limited by material selection, low particle yield, and nearly
planar shapes accessible to lithography. Progress in the

synthesis of unusual colloids is expected to contribute
significantly in this respect.
New designs for acoustic propulsion systems are also

urgently needed. Cylindrical acoustic chambers are used by a
number of research groups, adapted from the original design of
our 2012 study,28 where a soft material (Kapton tape layers or
a silicone spacer) separates two hard surfaces, the substrate is a
stainless steel plate or a piece of silicon wafer, and the top is
typically a microscope coverslip. The piezoelectric transducer
is glued to the silicon wafer approximately below the center of
the chamber. This design, while intended to produce a uniform
vertical pressure node, generates a complicated pattern of
lateral nodes because of bowing of the substrate and reflection
of acoustic waves. Better control of the acoustic field must be
achieved in order to distinguish the effects of the radiation
force, asymmetric streaming and rotational streaming, and to
provide important quantitative analysis that will aid in the
comparison of theory and experiment. As noted above,
acoustically propelled particles are tolerant of the high ionic
strength and high viscosity of biological media. However, in
vivo applications of acoustically propelled microswimmers will
require the projection of acoustic energy far (mm to cm) away
from the transducer, which is not achieved with current
megahertz frequency standing wave designs. Toward this end,
surface acoustic wave coupled microfluidic devices27 and
holographic control of acoustic energy patterns53 are relatively
new and enabling ideas.
Once we are equipped with a better understanding of their

operating mechanism and a set of refined tools and samples,
there are exciting prospects of acoustic microswimmers and
their applications in connection with chemical power. For
example, one might combine acoustic tweezing with
autonomous propulsion, to separate and even dice passive
objects trapped inside the pressure node. Since the micro-
swimmers are much smaller than the acoustic wavelength, the
combination of acoustic propulsion and acoustic trapping
forces could increase the resolution and add additional
dimensionality to current acoustic tweezing techniques.
Another interesting application might be in engineering
macroscopic self-organized materials. The long-range acoustic
radiation force can periodically pattern microparticles on the
length scale of hundreds of microns,54 but with no control of
individual particle polarity. On the other hand, local chemical
gradients can orient microswimmers relative to each other, and
they can also be manipulated by external light or magnetic
fields. The combination of acoustic patterning and local
chemical reactions could thus lead to soft materials with novel
mechanical or optical properties.
With new tools on both the experimental and theoretical

fronts, our understanding of active microparticles powered by
chemistry and ultrasound will continue to progress. We have
already seen fascinating individual dynamics and collective
behavior of particles powered by these separate mechanisms.
When operating together, the combination of chemistry and
ultrasound adds a synergistic level of control and functionality
that should enable applications of microswimmers in materials
science, biomedicine, and other fields.
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